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QUESTION 1

About the discription of the interaction flow between FusionStorage major modules, which are correct? (Multiple
Choice) 

A. When the system starts, the MDC (Metadata Controller) interacts with the ZooKeeper to determine the MDC. The
master MDC and the other MDC monitor the heartbeat mutually, and the master MDC determines the successor after
some MDC failure. The other MDC discovers that the master MDC fails and interacts with the ZooKeeper to determine o
be promoted to the master MDC. 

B. When the OSD (Object Storage Device) starts to query the MDC for the affiliation MDC, it reports the status to the
affiliation MDC, and the affiliation MDC sends the status change to the VBS. When the affiliation MDC fails, the master
MDC designates an MDC to take over the OSD. The same MDC can have up to two affiliation resource pools. 

C. When the VBS (Virtual Block System) starts to query the primary MDC, register with the master MDC (the primary
MDC maintains a list of active VBS, primary MDC synchronize the VBS list to other MDC so that the MDC can inform
the VBS of the OSD state changes), confirm whether they are leaders to the MDC; VBS obtain IO View from the main
MDC, the main VBS obtain metadata from the OSD, other VBS obtain the metadata from the main VBS metadata. 

D. The number of MDC and the number of ZooKeeper are always the same. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following forms of business migration is not supported by the Huawei Virtualization Migration Solution? 

A. Windows online migration 

B. Linux online migration 

C. AIX online migration 

D. Offline mirror conversion 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which layers as the following are included in the Huawei Cloud Data Center Service Architecture Hierarchical Model?
(Multiple Choice) 

A. The infrastructure layer, such as servers, storage, networking products and so on. 

B. Virtualization layer, the realization of virtualization resource pool. 

C. Cloud service layer, blending virtualization resource pool, to realize the centralized management and allocation of
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resources. 

D. Application layer, support all types of cloud services. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Huawei FusionSphere solutions, which is wrong? 

A. CNA can manage virtual machines on compute nodes. 

B. VRM can dynamically adjust the resources within the cluster. 

C. VSA can provide virtual firewall, DHCP function of the system service components, do not rely on FusionManager
services for virtual machine deployment. 

D. FusionManager northbound interface, provide common resource management, virtual machine management, backup
management, disk management, network management and other business functions. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In the FusionSphere solution, about VDC and VPC, which is correct? 

A. In separation of the three powers mode, create a VDC user, you need to use "secadmin" administrator to unlock it,
VDC users can log on. 

B. The system default initial account "DefaultSharedORG" and "DefaultVPCORG" of VDC can be deleted manually. 

C. Shared VPC can provide network resources for all VDC within the system, so it is not recommended to use security
groups for access control and security isolation of virtual machines. 

D. The routing network under the same VPC is isolated from each other. 

Correct Answer: A 
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